Akilah Stewart Bio:

Luxury sustainable fashion powerhouse, Fatra, is an expert in creative waste design. Touching all points of the globe from Hawaii, Bali to Italy to Haiti and throughout the states- the company’s chief curator, Akilah Stewart has used fashion as a catalyst for social and environmental activism for upward of 10 years. Her signature handbags embody ethical futurism - infusing repurposed plastic containers as the body of the bag, with intricacy accented with quality up-cycled leather, tassels, lace, and metal adornments. Although Fatra has become an exponentially growing brand over the last two years - Akilah still manages to hand stitch all of her pieces with love and intention. As a leader in the creative waste design and closed-loop circular systems - Akilah has led workshops throughout the country with the goal of reducing textile and single-use plastic waste, this brand embodies the pillars of social and environmental change. Fatra, the Haitian Creole word for “trash”, is a global leader in the sustainable fashion movement and continues to challenge mainstream ideas while fostering an evolution of radical elegance and eclectic statement pieces.